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Developing cash flow projections, project budgets, and reporting for Lendlease 
development projects, Assisting the greater West Coast Development team with 
entitlements, project management, asset management, ad-hoc analysis, contract 
support, leasing, marketing, etc.

EXPERIENCE

Seller Support Associate
ABC Corporation - FEBRUARY 2015 – JUNE 2015

 Served Sellers in a positive way, receiving a best PRR award.
 Gained exposure to work ethics &amp; also understood work 

structure and culture of worlds largest e-commerce player.
 Established own Restaurant in one of the most competitive market in 

Hyderabad, India.
 Performed DMAIC analysis and other six sigma tools for a toy making 

company and achieved benefits in terms of better operational 
efficiency, cost effectiveness &amp; high quality.

 Reduced the number of defects, thereby meeting customer 
specifications &amp; satisfaction.

 Applied lean techniques and created a VSM for a RF switch making 
company (Dow-key, CA), also performed RCA and optimized the 
process to a great extent.

 Conceptualized a way to help people save time &amp; money and 
developed a mobile app where people can take appointments with a 
mechanic &amp; give them ratings &amp; reviews.

Seller Support Associate 
Delta Corporation - 2010 – 2015

 S 48th St, Grand Forks, ND Answered emails from sellers who needed 
assistance with locating missing and lost units of merchandise that 
they had sent .

 Contacted these sellers by phone or email with resolutions on cases.
 Assist Amazon sellers with their accounts Computer data entry.
 Seller Support Associates work with Merchants selling on 

Amazon.com by providing timely and accurate support, while acting 
as the primary interface .

 Provided detailed technical support and customer service through 
email and over the phone with Amazon Sellers of North America.

 Assisted sellers with inventory upload to the Amazon platform.
 Was selected to assist in a specialty department to correct and edit 

information in the Amazon Catalog.
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EDUCATION

 Master's In Engineering Management

SKILLS

Computer, Assembler, Warehouse, Retail, Cashiering, Merchandising.
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